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This thesis presents a method of designing spiral reinforced, 
eccentrica.lly loaded, concrete columns on the basis of the 1957 
American Association of State Highway Officials specificationso 
Equations from AASHO, in conjunction with equations derived 
in this thesis, are pro·grammed for and solved by the IBM 650 digital 
computero The data obtained from the computer is plotted such that, 
g:i. ven the no~ load and moment on a column, the mini.mum required 
area or reinforcing steel ~ be read direct:cy from the grapho 
The derivation or equations, the computer program, and the 
graphs are included in the thesiso 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
Ag = total column area 
As = total area of steel 
Ase= area of compressive steel 
Ast= area of tensile steel 
C = _f~a __ 
Oo40 fie 
D = t2 
2r2 
e = eccentricity of the normal load measured from a gravity a.xis in 
the direction of bendingo 
e/t = ratio of eccentricity to column diameter 
f = concrete stress at any point 
fa = allot·rable concrete stress for an a.:xial:cy loaded column 
ft c = allowable concrete stress 
f 0 ~ concrete stress 
fsc = compressive steel stress 
f s = allot·rable tensile steel stress 
f st = tensile steel stress 
ft 9 = allouable compressive steel 
g = diameter of the trans.formed steel area in· percent 
gt= the diameter of the transformed steel area 
K = perpendicular dista.noe from the neutral a.xis to the m.axinru.m 
concrete stress in percent 
Kt = perpendicular distance from the neutral axis to the maximum 
concrete stress 
M = total moment on column 
5 
~=moment of compressive force on concrete about the gravity axis 
Msc = moment of compressive force on steel about the gravity axis 
Mst = moment of tensile force on steel about the gravity axiso 
n = modular ratio 
N = normal l .oad on column 
Ne= compressive force on concrete 
N50 = compressive force on steel 
Nst: tensile force on steel 
p =As/Ag= steel percent 
r = radius of gyration of uncracked transformed section about a 
gravity axiso 
t = column diameter 
z = modular ratio for compressive steel 
<>'1= the angle between the radius normal to the neutral axis and the 
radius through the intersection of the neutral axis and column 
face 
<><t = the angle between the radius normal to the neutral axis and the 
radius through the intersection of the neutral axis with the 
compressive steel areao 
/3 = a constant used to determine M and e/t 
't = a constant, used to determine M and e/t 
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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis presents a method of designing spiral reinforced, 
eccentrically loaded circular concrete columns on the basis of the 
1957 American Association of State Highway Officials (AASH()) speci-
fications for columns (1) in conjunction with equations derived in 
the thesis. The AASHO specifications are mainl;r based on the 1941 
American Concrete Institute Building Code (ACI Code). (2) 
The writer recognizes that there are many existing elastic 
design procedures comm.o~ used which give satisfactory results. 
All of these methods, however, require the designer to select a 
cross-section, an area of steel, and to investigate the resulting 
steel and concrete stresses. If these stresses are less than their 
allowable values, further investigations may not be made because of 
the time and effort involved, although a lesser area of steel may 
suffice. 
The method of design presented in this thesis will enable 
the designer to determine the nrl ni mnm area of steel required in a 
spiral reinforced column of a given diameter providing the normal 
load "N" and the moment 'fl.'1" are known. 
To accomplish this I equations will be derived relating the 
normal load "N" and the moment ''1-1" to the depth of compression con-
crete ''kt" for any given diameter colmnn. These equations, along 
~dth the allowable stress equation and al1owable load equations 
for columns from the AASHO specifications, are then programmed for 
and solved by the IBM 650 Digital Cpmputero A portion of the 
8 
computer output data consists of the allowable load and n:oment 
which can be carried by a particular column with a given area of 
steelo Plotting this data enables the designer~ given fil.1" and "N11, 
to select the required area of steel from the graph for any column 
diametero . Once the graphs are plotted for a particular column 
diameter, no other method of column design is faster than the method 
presented in this thesiso 
9 
lO 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Design of concrete members subjected to bending essentially 
began w.i. th a rational analysis of simple reinforced concrete slabs 
by Mo Koenen in 1886 {3) o In 1894 a nstrai.ght line" 1 or elastic 
design fornrula was presented by Cocgnet and Tedisco (3) based on 
Navier•s theory of bending which assumed plane sections remained 
plane af'ter bending and that Hooke9s Law is applicable. This theory 
was generalJ.y accepted because of its mathematical simplicity and, 
with modifications based on experimental data, is still used at 
the present time. 
Although the first f ormula.s were ultimate design formulas, 
after the advent of the straight line theory the plastic nature of 
concrete was generalJ.y overlooked until a study of column test data 
by McMillian in 1921 (4) emphasized that the stresses in column steel 
are affected by plastic action. This study prompted the ACI Col~ 
Investigation of the 19309 s which led to the column design equations 
presented in the 1933 ACI Code (5)o Subsequent ACI Building Codes 
have also specified column design formulas based on elastic design 
wi. th empirical modifications based on experimental evidenceo 
In general, centricalJ.y or eccentri~ loaded column design 
has been based on ompmriool f orm:ulas derived on the basis 0£ experi-
nental evidence and elastic designo Recently I more emphasis ha.s been 
placed on the plastic nature or concrete and u1timate design pro-
cedures are becoming more promina.nto The present, 1956, ACI Building 
Code (6) permits the designer to use either elastic or ultimate de-
sign and presents specifications for both. Most recent textbooks on 
reinforced concrete design also present elastic and ultimate column 
design procedureso Although there is a definite trend towards 
ultimate design, elastic design is still commonly used in this 
countryo 
In the 1941 ACI Building Code the allowable stress in a.n 
eccentrically loaded column is given as: (2) 
re == fa (l + De ) ( t) 
(l + CDe) 
C T) 
This is the same equation presented in the 1957 AASHO 
specifications and used in this thesiso The more recent 1956 ACI 
Code (6) has an allowable stress equation which, although different 
in form, is essentially the same as the 1941 equationo The 1956 
equation is simpler in form and easier to use but will give 
essentially the same resulto Eccentric column design using either 
the 1941 or 1956 ACI Code allowable stress equation~ be a.ccom• 
plished by assuming a section and investigating the steel and 
concrete stresses. This investigation is often laborious and is 
1.1. 
greatly facilitated. by colunm design charts as presented in the CRSI 
Design Handbook (7), the Reinforced Concrete Design Handbook (8), 
and most textbooks on reinforced concrete design. 
12 
DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM 
The AASHO specifications state that "the· maximum allowable 
compressive stress in concrete, re, in spiralooo columns, eccen-
trically loaded or otherwise, when subjected to combined axial and 
bending stress shall not exceed that given by the following formula.:tt 
(9) 
fe:: fa t + Ke 
.t + CKe) 
where fa= 0.225 ftc +(feyp 
l + (n-l)p 
As used in this thesis, the equation for f 0 is t,rritten as: 
(1) fc = fa (1 + De ) ( t) 
(l + CDe) 
( . t) 
For uncracked column design, these specificationssst~;''The 
. . 
combined fiber stress in compression is given by the following 
.formula:" (10) 
l + Ke J 
-r- . 
1 + (n-~)p 
For use in this thesis the equation ~s ~'Titten as: 
(2) fc \! [ 1 + Dr l 
1 + (n-l)p 
Column design I in the AASHO specifications I depends on the · 
ratio of ttett, the eccentricity of the axial load, to ''t"~ the column 
diameter. If e/t is greater than 0.50 the specifications require the 
column to be designed as a cracked section 'With no tension resisted 
by the concrete. The stress in the compressive steel may be taken 
as 2n times the stress in an equivalent concrete area instead of n 
times the concrete stress as is normally done when a. straight line 
. . . 
:::,-~ 
relationship between stress and strain is assumedo 
j_3 
]:quations (l) . and (2) are used to design uncracked sectionso 
For cracked. sections design, equation (1) is used in conjunction with 
the following equations derived in this thesis: (see derivation of 
equations) 
(3) e/t =i Oo 75 (6) fst = nf{ 1 ~ g ~--·~ 
(4) N = fct2 (7) fsc = zrc[ 1 - (l~)j 
2.4 K 
(8) fc = fsc (5) e/t = !!... z~l - (~~ Nt 
UNCRACKED COLUMN DESIGN 
Uncracked colunm sections are designed for a given column 
diameter and area of steel by assuming e/t = Oo05, OolO, 0.150000 
0.50. For each value of e/t the allowable concrete stress is 
calculated from equation . (1) o This value of fc is. substituted ip. 
equation (2), and the equation is solved £or No The allowable 
moment M is determined .from equation ( 5) o For any given area of· 
steel and column diameter ten values of M and N are determined 
corresponding to the ten values of e/t from 0.05 to 0.50. When M 
versus N is plotted for a given area of steel a straight line results 
as shown by the graphs in Appendix Co 
The computer program, for both uncracked and cracked sections, 
uses the followin~ input data: t, ·As, A5 , e/t, K, 
and f 8 o The input consists of one card for each colunm diametero In 
designing uncracked columns the computer determines Mand N for each 
value of e/t using initially the minimum area of steel for the parti-
cular column diametero After completing the uncracked section design 
the computer design for cracked sections using the same area of 
steel. The computer then increases A8 by a 2o00 square inch incre-
ment and designs uncracked and cracked sections using this new area 
I 
of steelo This continues until the computer has designed for As, the 
maxinulln area of steel which may be used for the particular column 
diametero The computer is then ready to accept new input datao 
CRACKED SECTION DESIGN 
For cracked section design equation (1) cannot be solved 
immediately for fc by assuming a value of e/t since equation (2) 
is not applicableo Therefore, it ,-ms .necessary to derive equations 
for M, N, and e/t in terms ot kto (E;quations (3), (4), and (5))0 
Since these equations are functions of K, the computer program 
initially sets K == O. 54. This value was selected after preliminary 
investigation indicated it would be the maximum value for colwrm_s 
up to 48 inches in diametero After determining M and N for a given 
area of steel, K is reduced by Oo02o For each area of steel, K is 
reduced until, t ~ o. ( t = 0 corresponds to pure bending, ioeo, 
M/N ::i oa ) o Since M cannot · be calculated .for K c·onE)~ponding tto 
't = o, this value of K is increased by 0.01, and, if }( \: 0 for . 
this value of K, H and N are calculatedo The computer then in-
creases the area of steel and returns to uncracked section design. 
If l again equals zero for K + OoOl .the computer returns to uncracked 
section designo 
To determine Mand N for a specific value of K the computer· 
first_ ~alculates the Constants ;& and 'I O . tte/t is_ then calculated 
from equation (3) and used in equation . (1) to determine the allow-
able concrete st~ess fc~ Since ~he AASHO specifications ~ssume a 
straight line str~ss distributi9n with .~esi,~ct to the neutral axis, 
knowing fc and Kt, compressive steel stress (fsc) can be calculated 
. . . :.. . . . 
· from equation (7) and the tensile steel str.ess (fst) from E;)quation 
(6). If fsc is less than or equal to its maximum allowable value 
£9 5 ., fst _ ~s examined to deter~e if it is less ~ban or equal. to 
i~s allowable ~lue .f8 o If so, N and Mare calculated from 
equations (4) and (5) o If fsc is greater than its maximum allow-
able value, f 0 is calcu~ted fro~ e~tion (8) using fsc equal to 
fV 5 • Using this new value of f 0 , fst is calcul.ated from equation 
( 6) and again compared with its maximum allowable value f 8 o If 
fst is ~ to £8 , M run N are calculated .from equations (4) and {5) o 
If not., £0 is calculated from equation (9) using fst ::: f 8 o Using 
this v~ue 0£ fc, £50 is calculated from equation (7), Mand N are 
calculated, and ~he computer punches out Np M, K, e/t, f 0 , ~sc, 
and fc allowableo K is then decreased by Oo02 and uncracked and 
then cracked section de~~~ continues for a new area of steelo 
Although the AASHO specifications aJJ.ow the use of 2n for 
determining the compressive steel stress., they do not require its 
use o Therefore 1 in the derivation of equations (3) through { 9) the 
. . 
value of the compressive reinforcement is ta.ken as z times the 
. . . 
stress in an equivalent area of co~creteo Since z is input data; 
it may be chosen as n, n-1, 2n, or 2n-lo The first three graphs · in 
. . . 
Appendix "B" ~e for Z = 2n;..1, n-1 11 and n _ respectively~ T he re .. · 
maini.ng graphs are for z = 2n-1 onlyo For z =: n the equations for . 
/3 and t are the same as the equat~ons in the Reinforced Concrete 
Design Handbook (8)$ 
Figure l 
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DERIVATION OF ~UATIONS 
The derivation of these equations is based on Figur~ (l)o 
COMPRESSIVE STRESS ON CONCRETE (f) 
L ::: V2 Coso<. - ~ Cos o<, 
fc Kt 
r = fc (Cos« - Cose<) 
2.K 
COMPRESSIVE FORCE.ON CONCREI'E (Ne) 
dA = ydx y:: ~ )Jn<X x = ~Coso< 
dA = t 25m~d« 
4 ldxl== *Ii 5Jn o< do< 
18 
Ne = z rrJ A " 2 f(;_«oSC< - Coscx,) 12 S,n2o( d« = it )o!J 2 K 4 
oe. 
fc tz f(s,~~~Coso<~ .-Cos~ 5'Jn 2~)J°" 
4K )}·:-
*Ne fcP 
= 4 K 
AREA OF STEEL IN TENSION AND COMPRESSION (Ast and. Ase) 
P =As= As 
Ag rrt24 
k_ ::i Ase . = .;.;.;As __ t___ ~ 
1Tj t 3to<2 gf (1T-c<2,) 
Ase = ~ As = «4pi 2 
Ast ~ (rr- «2) Pt 2. 
4 
~: Ase = arc length x thickness = ~·2«2,f · f = t~iclmess 
. 2 
Ast = arc length x thickness =. gt ( )f-o<2.) f 
equating the two expressions for the area of the compressive steel 
Po<2. t2 :: qt o<2 f 
4 CJ . 
! ~ _fj_ 
4j 
element ot-area: 
dA :: fil .R do< 
l 
dA = £:F· do< 
·B 
STRESS m COMPRESSIVE STEEL {~sc) 
tac = flt12_ Cose< - t/,a. Coso<, 
zfu. Ki 
COMPRESSIVE.FORCE ON THE STEEL (Nsc) 
z = modular ratio tor 
c~mpressive steel 
'i {/'<z. I o<z 
Nsc = ]_ fscd/1 -:: 2 (z fc (~ Gso< - Coso<,) ptzJ,,,_ 
o )/ '2.K 8 
*Nae = z pilf, [·J S,~fa?P<a_Coso<,] 8 K .-,,-·_· 
·. 
STRESS IN TENSILE STEEL (f'st) 
fat = t/z{oso<, - 32k {oso< 
nfc Ki 
fat·= n (cos o(, - 9 C oso<) fc. 
2K 
TENSILE FffiCE ON THE STEEL (Nst) 
Nst = zj_fs r J A -:: Z f lfc (coso<, - '.J Cos~) pi iJ« 
otl ~1.. 2K 8 
E OF MOMmTS ABOUT collJMN CENTERLINE:: 
Moment or Compressive Force on Concrete (Mc) 
•\ \ -~· : . 
C( . '·'. . . . . 
Mc = zfj x' d A " zf fc'(d~o<. - CosoC,). t 2.S1n;d. . t Cos o< rlo1. 
0 .lo!. 2.K 4 2 
roe., Mc =. fc i (5m2o< Cos2c< do< - Cosot, )1,/o<Gt>s«} Jex BK 0 
*Mc = kt 3[ o(, - Sin 4c<., · - CoS&'(, Sm-k,] 
· BK . 8 3Z. 3 
Moment or Compressive Force on Steel (Msc) 
Msc :2 f'ls; x JI/= 2 fzlJJ (osc(-[0 so(~. 9Uoso<.. P t 2d~ /o fS1 )/- 2 K 2. . 8 
- ZeP9t 3-k [~ + s Smo(Coso< - Coso<, Stnot]""~ . 
- J6K 2 . ~ o 
*Msc = ZP.8tc.i 3 [j«2 -S,no<z.Coso<,l 
32.-K :· · 'J 
Moment or Tensile Force on Steel (Mst) 
Tf 
Mst = z fn{coso<,-!J Costx) fc. jt Cosd.. Pl2dtx. · 
le<~ 2 K . i 8 ;r 
:: np9fc / 3 [ Cos"'S,n« -3l~ + S,n o( Cos<><lJ 
,,,< \i 2 ~ 
*Mst = - n Pl f ~P [ 5 in "'i Gso<, ·'j (-ir -o<z) J o<z 
TOTAL NORMAL FORCE (N) 
N = Ne + Nsc ,... Nst . 
20 
= f c I. 2 [ 2 Su,3o(, + S,no< Cos <-o<., - oti Cos~, +J z p Smo<z. - ; p «'.., los~1 BK 3 1 · ~ 
- np (n--~)6,5<7-, -J n p S,,, ~ i] · 
*N. = {c. t 2 [2.5',,~ + 3Coso<,0"m~ Cos~-~ -TTYJp +fof2. (»-?.))· · 
~K - t . I 
· + ? PJ Sino(.e{z-h)] 
TarAL MOMENT (M) 
M= Mc+ Msc -Mst 
*M = fc t 3 [«• - Sm 4°" - 4 Coso<, s;n3o<, -+ z p32c<2.. - Zf J s;,,o(z Gso<, 
32. K 2 8 3 
. . + nrJ S,no{z Coso(, ,. nfJ2 {JT-C(z)] 
CHANGE OF VARIABLES FROM oc to K 
Coso<, = l-2.K 
51n o< 1 = ~ Y!<{J-K) 
5m 3 o(1 -= 8(i<-K2) VK-- Kl 
51n 4t>(1 == BVK- Kl. {i-101(+ Z.41<2-/GK3) 
o(1 : Cos-I 0-2K) 
I-ZK Coso<i = J 
SmK2. :- !rV J'-- {i-2.KY 
5i,, 3c(2. :: 33 (j L (1-2K)2h/:1x- (t-2K)2 
rAz ~ Cos-' 3 {,-2K} . 
REWRITING FORCE AND MOMENT fBUATIONS IN TERMS OF K 
( 4) *N = .{ c t 2 , f 
24K 
¥ = /fO(K-l<i)1fK-/(~ + 3 (!-~0 [dK- K~ {;-zK)- Cos-1(,-zx)J 
+ 3Pj [(z-n) ~Jjz -(t-2K)Z _ nrr (3-zK)- Cos-'(-'~{")(2-11)f-;~] 
*~ = ~K-K•(0-BK+8K1-3(t-zK)[pn1T .j- Cos-'(,-u)] 
+ 3 p(z-n) [zlJ2-(,-i!.1<) 2 - C,-zK)Cos- 1 (lJ~ J 
( 5) *M = -f c t 3 J1 
3 2.K ;-
* /3 = { (os-(/-aK)-1 ~~ J6K3 + ?.4 K'- -2.K-3] +-fJi?. J?7T 
+(z-n) ~3zGs-('32~ -p(i-zK)J!Jz- (l-u>2•J 
ECCENTRICITY 
(3) e/t = ,/v1 ~ 3 /3 
NI: 4 ·y 
MAXIMUM TENSILE STEEL STRESS ( fst) 
fsr - _& 
l1 [ t -Kt -(f ~St~] - k' t 
( 6) fst " 11 f'[ 1.t] - I J 
MAXIMUM COMPRESSIVE STEEL STRESS ( fsc) 
fsc. {c 
z [1<-l _ r £~J == l<t 
CONCRETE STRESS £c AS A FUNCTION OF MAXIl.ruM COMPRESSIVE STEEL · 
STRESS fsc 
(8) fc = +sc 
~[ I - Cit J 
CONCRETE STRESS ( fc) AS A FUNCTION OF MAXIMUM TENSll.E STEEL · STRESS ( fst) 
( 9) f, -= 
n[ .C1+3) - J] 
aK · 
CONCLUSION ·., 
Examination of the graphs clearly shows the discontinuity in 
the area o·f steel. required for e/t = 0.50. For ~xample, on the 
23 
graph for t = 24", n = 10, z = 2n-1, M = l30K-ft. and N = 130kip the· 
required area of steel is 14.2 square inches for e/t = 0.50 minus and 
12 square inches for e/t = 0.50 plus. This discontinuity is a 
result of the AASHO specification requiring columns to be designed 
as uncracked sections for e/t = 0.50. Although these graphs pro-
vide the designer with a rapid, accurate means of designing spiral 
columns using AASHO specifications, they indicate the need for new 
. . 
specifications which do not specify an arbitrary e/t value for 
cracked or uncracked section design. Instead, column design should 
be based on the actual stress strain diagram for steel and concrete 
and on column test data which indicates the effect of such in-
determinate factors as shape, creep, shrinkage, curing and concrete 
strength. Since the ultimate design specifications in the 1956 ACI 
Building Code (6) are based on these factors, column design, in the 
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~ CRACXEP SECTION DESU,N 
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The following C!onstantr.,-.'} . nay be . changed mtmUa1ly. or by use of 
load ·. cards if other iri.cr'~meats o:f change f9r As j K or e/t is 
des:i:red~ · · · · · · 
Location Cons-~ant Purpose 
0070 00-0000-00NN. Inareeses st.eel. area by "I~fi\l 
inches 
0134 00-0000-omm Beginning (~'tlmtun) ~e 
ot Kif Kt = Q 
0649 00-0000-0NN!l Deoreases K by oNMM 
0280 OQ.;..OOQN-N?Il~{ Increases e/t by olm}Hl!J 
-r~ 0050 00-0000-COON Tr.i"lce tha edge distru:c e 
* 'this progl"'am, as wri t-t,en used the £ollmi.r.L'1g constants g · location 
0070, Oo5 increase fox, As; location 0134, K- = 0540; looation 064.99 
.,020 de~rease for K; location 0200.; <>05000 increase tor e/t~ 
*r.-Tois progr~ is w.eitten for a ·2 l/2 inch .edge distance fol'" all 
. column sizeso (Edge distance g center of' reinforcing to outside 
faae)~ · · 
OUTPUT: 
Output £or this program consirrbs of tl:ro type cnrd.s~ 'l:ype . (1) 
is an information ca.rd gi11-:i.ng the ~olumn diameter fJ aroo 0£· steel9 z 
and no Type (2) ca.:eds give N, M., K,· e/tf) fc,·zsc!) and fst and fe 
Type (1) 
Type (2) 











650 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
Use 80-80 533 contro+ panelo 
Start: 70-1951-3000 
!:J.02 LISTING INSTRUCI'IONS 
Use 80-80 with signso 
1200 1999 
R l.951. 1960 
P 1977 · 1286 
START U 1000 
START ·· RDS R 0001 1000 70 1951 0001 
RAL R 0001 0001 · 65 1951 · 0005 
STD. P 0001 0005 24 1977 0030 
SLT 0002 0030 35 0002 0037 
STU T 37 21 0042 0045 
SUP 8001 0045 11 8001 0003 
SRT 0002 0003 !30 0002 0009 
STL AS 9 20 0013 ·0016 
RAL R 0004 0016 65 1954 0059 
STU P 0008 0059 21 1984 0087 
SLT 0003 . 0087 35 0003 · 0095 
STU A 95 21 0000 0053 
SUP 8001 0053 11 8001 oon. 
SRT 0003 0011 30 0003 0019· 
STL Kl 19 · ·20 0023 0026 
RAL R 0005 0026 . 65 1955 0109 
. ' 
SLT 0002 · 0109 35 .0002 0015 
STU z . 15 21 0020 0073 
SUP 8001 007.3 11 8001 0031 
SRT · 0002 0031 30 0002 Ol,37 
3i 
STL N L OOPl 0137 20 0041 0044 
L OOPl RAL R 0002 0044 65 1952 0007 
SLO AS 7 16 0013 0017 
BMI START 0017 46 1000 0021 
-RAL R 0003 .0021 65 1953 0057 
LDD INST 0057 69 0010 0063 
STDe MASK 006.3 24 0066 0069 
SLT 0003 0069 35 0003 0027 
STL Er 27 20 0081 . 0034 
RAU T 34 6o 0042 0047 
MPY 8001 0047 19 8001 0055 
STL · ATLAS 0055 20 0159 0012 
RAU 0002 0012 6o 8002 0071 
MPY PI 71 19 0024 0029 
DVR 14 29 ~ 0032 0082 
.. 
STL AG 82 20 0187 0040 
RAU AS 40 6o .· 0013 . 0067 
DVR AG 67 64 0187 0237 · 
STL p 237 20 1 0091 0094 
RAL T 94 65 0042. 0097 
SLO 15 97 16 0050 0105 
SLT 0005 0105 .35 0005 0117 
. ,. 
DVR T 117 64 0042 0092 
STL G 92 20 0147 0100 
~ ,: } ... ~ 
RAU N 100 60 0041. 0145 
SUP I 1 145 · 11 0048 0103 
32 
MPY p 103 19 0091 0195 
SRD 0001 0195 31 0001 0051 
STL cl 51 20 0155 0008 
ALO D 10 8 15 0061 0065 
. STL SAVE 0065 20 0119 0022 
RAU G 22 60 0147 0101 
MPY 0001 0101 19 8001 0209 
SRD 0005 0~9 31 0005 012.3 
STL NEED 012.3 20 0077 0080 
RAU 8002 0080 60 8002 0039 
MPY C 1 39 19 0155 0259 
DVR I4 0259 64 0032 0132 
SRD 0005 0132 31 0005 0197 
ALO Con l 0197 15 0150 0205 
STL HOLD l 0205 20 0309 0062 
RAL SAVE 0062 65 Oll.9 0173 
SLT 0005 0173 35 0005 0035 
DVR HOLD 1 0035 64 0309 0359 . 
STL D ;359 20 0113 0116 
RAU R 0006 0116 60 1956 Olll 
MPY I225 Olli 19 0014 0169 
STL HOLD 2 0169 20 0223 0076 
RAU R 0007 0076 60 1957 0161 
MPY p 161 19 0091 0245 
SRD 0003 024.5 31 0003 0255 
ALO HOW 2 0255 15 0223 0127 
SLT 0004 0127 35 0004 0'8/ 
DVR SAVE 0287 64 Oll9 0219 
STL FA 0219 20 02:/3 0126 
RAU T 126 6o 0042 0247 
SRT 0002 0247 30 0002 0153 
ALO AS 153 15 0013 0167 
STL P 0001 0167 20 1977 0130 
LDD R 0005 0130 69 1955 0058 
STD P 0002 0058 24 1978 0131 
STU P 0003 0131 21 1979 0182 
STD p 0004 0182 24 1980 0033 
STD P 0005 0033 24 1981 0084 
STD P 0006 0084 24 1982 0085 
STD p 0007 0085 2.4 1983 0036 
PCH P 0001 0036 71 1977 0177 
RAL AS 177 65 OO]J 0217 
ALO 150 21:Z 15 0070 0025 
STL AS 25 20 0013 0166 
RAU R 0006 0166 (fJ 1956 02ll 
MPY I4 0211 19 00,32 0337 
STL HOID 3 0337 20 0141 0144 
RAL FA 144 65 0273 OZZI 
SLT 0004 0227 35 0004 0387 
DVR HOLD J 0387 64 0141 0191 
STL C 2 0191 20 0295 0098 
34 
RAL K 1 98 65 0023 021z 
NZA PATCH OZ/7 45 0180 0181 
LDD 1540 0181 69 0]34 0437 
STD K LOOP 2 0437 2.4 0090 0043 
PATCH . LDD Kl 180 69 0023 0176 
STD K SEC 2 0176 24 0090 ·0093 
LOOP 2 RAL D 5 4J 65 0046 0151 
SLO ET 151 16 0081 0135 
BMI SEC 2 0135 46 0093 0089 
LDD SUBR l 0089 69 0142 0345 
RAU AG 0142 60 0187 0241 
MPY FC 0241 19 0194 0049 
SRD 0009 0049 31 0009 0121 
RAU 8002 Ol.2l 6o 8002 0079 
MPY SAVE 0079 19 0119 0323 
DVR KEEP 0323 64 0226 OZ,6 
STL NORM OZ76 20 0231 0184 
SRD 0003 0184 31 0003 0.395 . 
STL P 0001 0.395 . 20 1977 0230 
RAU NORM 0230 60 0231 0185 
MPY ET 185 19 0081 0235 
SRD 0005 0235 31 0005 0029 
RAU 8002 0099 60 8002 0107 
MPY T 107 19 0042 0297 
DVR I 12 0297 64 0:200 0250 
35 
SRD 0003 0250 31 0003 0261 
STL P 0002 0261 20 1978 0281 
RAL Er 0281 65 0081 0285 
STD P 0004 0285 24 1980 0083 
·· PCH P 0001 0083 71 1977 03Z7 
ALO CON 0327 15 0280 0335 
STL ET LOOP 2 0335 20 0081 0043 
SEC 2 RAL CON 2 0093 65 0096 0201 
SLO K 201 16 0090 04.45 
SLO 8001 0445 16 8001 . 0203 
STD P 0003 0203 ~ 1979 0232 
STL c 4 232 20 0487 0140 
RAU CON 2 0140 60 0096 0251 
SUP K 251 ll 0090 0495 
MPY 8001 0495 19 8001 0253 
SLT 0003 0253 35 0003 0311 
RAU 8002 0311 60 . 8002 0269 
LDD SQRT 0269 69 0072 0075· 
RAL 8001 007~ · 65 8001 0129 
SRD 0004 0129 31 0004 0291 
STL c 5 0291 20 0545 0148 
RSU c 4 148 61 0487 0341 
MPY 8001 0341 19 8001 0149 
SRT · 0001 0149 30 0001 0305 
ALO NEED 0305 15 0077 03.31 
SLT 0004 0331· 35 0004 0391 
RAU 8002 0391 60 8002 0199 
!DD SQRT . 0199 69 0002 0075 
RAL 8001 0002 65 8001 0409 
SRO 0004 0409 31 0004 0171 
STL c 6 0171 20. 0125 0028 · 
RAU c 4 28 60 0487 0441 
SLT 0006 0441 35 0006 . 0355 
BMI FLIP 0355 46 0108 0459 
LDD I ARCOS 0459 69 Oll2 Oll5 
FLIP LDD II ARCOS 0108 69 0361 Oll5 
II RSL 8003 0361 66 8003 0319 
SRT 0003 0319 30 0003 0377 
ALO PI 377 15 002lt 0179 
SRD 0001 cmt 0179 31 0001 · 0385 
I RAL ·8003 0112 65 8003 0369 
SRD 0004 COM 0369 31 0004 0385 
COM STL C 7 385 20 .· 0139 0192 
DVR I 2 192 64 0595 0645 . 
STL A2 645 ' 20 0349 . 0052 
RAU c 4 52 60 0487 0491 
SLT 0001 0491 35 0001 0347 
DVR G 347 64 0]47 0397 
RAU 8002 0397 6o 8002 0405 
mn FLIP 1 0405 
•, 
46 0158 0509 
LDD I I I ARCOS 0509 69 0162 Oll5 
37 
FLIP 1 IDD IV ARCOS 0158 69 04ll Oll5 
IV RSL 8003 0411 66 8003 0419 
SRT 0003 0419 30 0003 0!;,27 
ALO p I 427 15 0024 0229 
·· SRD 0001 COM l 0229 31 0001 0435 
I I I RAL 8003 0162 62 800~ 0~62 
SRD 0004 COM 1 0469 31 0004 0435 
COM 1 STL C 8 0435 20 0189 9242 
RAU K 242 60 0090 0622 
SUP CON 2 0695 11 0096 0301 
MPY· K 301 19 0090 0745 
RAU 8002 O:Zlz2 60 8008 O~OJ 
MPY I 8 0305 19 0006 0461 
SRD 0001 0461 31 0001 0267 
ALO D 60 26'1 12 0120 o1z2 
RAU: 8002 0175 60 8002 0133. 
MPY c 5 133 19 · 0545 0299 
SRD 0002 0222 Jl 0002 0163 
STL Al 0163 · ·20 0317 0170 
RAU p 170 60 0091 . 0795 
MPY N '122 12 OOh,! 08li:2 
RAU 8002 0845 6o 0002 · 0353 
MPY p I 353 19 0024 oz,9 
SLT · 0003 0279 35 0003 0537 I 
AUP c 7 0537 ·10. 0139 0143 
RAU 8003 0143 · 60 8003 0351 
38 
MPY c /J: 221 12 01$1 02~· 
.. 
RAU 8002 0541 60 8002 0349 
MPY I 3 349 19 0102 0157 
SRD · 0002 012:Z ~l 0002 OJ6:Z 
·· STL B 1 0367 20 0221 0074 
RAU z 74 60 0020 0225 
SUP N 222 ll Qilltl 0892 
NZU SKIP 0895 416//'. Q.399 0.300 
STU SAVE 1 0399 21 0004 0207 
RSU C 8 0207 61 0189 019; 
MPY c 4 193 19 0487 0591 
SRD. 0003 0591 31 0003 0401 
ALO c 6 lf:01 12 0122 OJ22 
RAU 8002 0329 60 8002 0587 
MPY SAVE l 0587 19. 0004 0559 
RAU 8002. 0559 6o 8002 0417. 
MPY p 417 19 .· 0091 0945 
SRD 0006 0945 31 0006 0511 
RAU 8002 0211 · . 6o 8002 0212 
MPY 13 519 .. 19 0102 0257. 
STL Dl COM 2 0257 20 0561 0064 
SKIP STU Dl COM 2 0200 21 026l 00~ 
CCM 2 R.AL Al 64 65 0.317 0271 
.ALO. Dl 271 15 0561 0165 
SLO Bl 162 16' 0221 0222 
STL GAMMA 0275 20 0379 0282 
RSU K 282 61 0090 0995 
SUP 8001 0995 ll 8001 0403 
AUP CON 3 0403 10 0056 0611 
· MPY K 611 19 0090 1045 
RAU 8002 1045 6o 8002 0453 
MPY I 8 045.3 19 0006 0661 
RAU 8002 0661 60 8002 0569 
SUP D 200 569 ll 0122 0477 
MPY K 477 19 0090 1095 
SRD 0004 1095 .31 0004 0307 
SLO D 30 '}07 16 oo6o 0215 
RAU 8002 0215 60 8002 0373 
MPY c 5 373 19 0545 0449 
SRD 0002 0449 31 0002 0357 
DVR I 3 357 64 0102 0152 
SRD 0003 0152 .31 000.3 021.3 
STL B 2 0213 20 0467 0220 
RAU NEED 0220 · 60 0077 0381 
MPY p 381 . 19 0091 1145. 
SRD 0006 1145 31 0006 0711 
RAU 8002 O?ll 60 8002 0619 
MPY N 619 19 0041 1195 
RAU 8002 1195 6o 8002 0503 
MPY PI 050.3 19 0024 0429 
SRO 0006 0429· .31 0006 0146 
40 
STL D 2 146 20 0451 0054 
RAU z 54 60 0020 0325 
SUP N 325 11 004]. 0196 
NZU SKIP 1 0196· 44 Ob,99 0350 
.. 
STU SAVE 1 0499 21 0004 0407 
RAU NEED 0407 60 0077 04.31 
MPY C 8 431 19 0189 0243 
SRD 0005 0243 31 0005 0457 
STL HOID 4 0457 20 0761 . Oll.4 
RSU c 6 0114 61 0125 · 0479 
MPY 04 479 19 0487 0641 
SRO 0003 0641 31 0003 0501 
ALO HOLD 4 0501 15 0761 0265 
RAU 8002 0265 60 8002 0423 
MPY p 423 19 0091 0246 
SRD 0006 02.46 31 0006 0263 
RAU 8002 0263 60- 8002 032l 
MPY SAVE 1 0321 19 0004 0609 
STL E2 COM 3 0609· -20 0313 0216 
SKIP l STU E2 COM .3 0350 21 0313 0216 
COM .3 RAU A2 216 60 0249 0553 
AUP B 2 ·553 10 0467 0371 
AUP D 2 371 10 9451 0455 
AUP E 2 455 10 0313 0517 
MPY I 75 0517 19 OZlO 0375 
4jL 
SLT 0004 0375 35 0004 0485 
SUP GAl·fi.fA MASK 0485 ll 0379 0066 
MASK BMI ON ALT 0066 ~6 0662 0220 
ON AUP · 8001 0669 10 .0001 0527 
. DVR 8001 05Z7 64 8001 0330 
SRD 0001 0230 Jl 0001 0637 
STL El' 637 20 0081 0234 
SLO CON 4 OZ34. 16 06fr/ 0691 
BMI LOOP /! 0621 !1,6 02/.J.s. 0226 
LDD SUBR l 0296 69 0549 0345 
LDD SUBR 2 0549 69 0202 0505 
RAU D 10 0202 60 0061 0315 
AUP G 315 10 0147 0551 
MPY I 5 551 19 0050 0555 
SLT 0002 0252 32 0002 0811 
DVR K 811 64 0090 019(). 
SLO D 10 190 16 · 0061 0365 
STL LATRE LOOP 3 0362 20 oz12 0172 
LOOP 3 RSU LATRE 0172· 61 0719 0473 
MPY N 473 19 0041 0346 
SRD 0002 { , ••• . I' .. : .i.: ·.~.) OJ[t6 ~10~:.· 0002 0602 
RAU 8002 0605 60 8002 0363 
MPY P 0005 0363 19 1981 0535 
SRD · 0003 0535 31 0003 0326 I 
STL P 0007 0396 20. 1983 0086 
RAU R 0007 0086' 60 1957 0861 
SUP P 0006 0861 11 1982 0737 
BMI SKIP 2 0737 46 0240 0741 
RAU R 0007 0240 60 1957 0911 
STD P 0006 0911 24 1982 0585 
. DVR LATER 0585 64 00.38 0088 
DVR z 88 64 0020 0370 
STL F C 370 20 0194 0447 
SRD 0005 0447 31 0005 0961 
STL P 0005 LOOP 3 0961 Z) 1981 0172 
SKIP 2 RAL R 0008 0741 65 1958 0413 
SAB P 0007 0413 18 198.3 0787 
BMI SKIP 3 07«-l $Gt·? 0890 oi91 
RSL R 0008 0290 66 1958 0463 
STL P 0007 0463 2) 1983 01.36 
RSU 8002 0136 61 8002 0446 
DVR LATRE 0446 64 0719 0769 
DVR N 769 64 0041 0841 
STL FO 841 20 0194 0497 
SRD 0005 () 0497· 31 0005 1oli 
STL P 0005 1011 20 1981 0284 
LDD SKIP 3 SUBR 2 0284 69 0$91 0505 
SKIP 3 RAU ATLAS 0791 60 0159 0513 
MPY FC 513 19 0194 0599 
SRD 0003 0599 31 0003 0659 
RAU 8002 0659 6o. 8002 0567 
MPY GAMMA 05~7 19 0379 o~ 
SRD 0004 ·o~ .31 0004 049~ 
DVR - K !J:26 . 2!t . 002Q OJ~O-
. .. 
DVR I · 24, 0340. 64 . 0293 · 0.343 . 
·· STL NORM l 0343 20 0547 0400 
SRD 0001 0400 Jl 0001 OiQZ 
STL P 0001 0507 20 1977 0.380. 
RAU NORM 1 0380 ilJ 0547 06ol 
MPY ET 601 12 0081 06J2 
STD P 0004 06.35 24 1980 0233 
SRD 0003 023.3. .31 000.3 0.39.3. 
RAU. 8002 OJ2J 60- 8002. 0621· 
MPY . T 651 19 0042 0597 
DVR I 12 0597 64 0200 0450 
SRD OOOJ . Oli:20 Jl OOOJ 1061 
STL. P 0002 1061 2J) 1978 0481 
,... 
PCH P 0001 LOOP 4 0481 ms ... · J. t9'J7 02.M, 
LOOP Ii: RAL K 24/1 65" 0020 02lt6 
., 
SLO I 20 54~ ··16 0649 06o.3. 
S'l'L K SEC 2 060.3 : 2J) 0090 009.3 . 
. . .. . 
SUBR 1 . STD . OOT ·l OJ45 __ , ~ - 01~8· ozor . 
, .... 
.. 
RAU D 7~;L. ··:·. 60: 01+3 ·. . 061.n 
. ' 
MPY ET . 0617 19 Q98l 0685: 
SRD ·. · 0002 0682 · Jl :0002 0622 
. . ' . : .. .. _., ~ . ~ .. .. 
·. ~ ' ·. . . 
STL_> c ·.3 . 69~/ : 29'.. . o6si 0106.; 
. ~ . "L .• : . : : . . . .. ~-- , : 
ALO D.10 106 · 1; 0061 0415 
STL KEEP 0~2 20 0226 02~ 
RAU c 3 529 60 0653 0557 
MPY C 2 0557 19 0295 0749 
SRD 0002 0749 Jl 0002 026J 
. ALO D 10 563 15 0061 0465 
STL TEMP 0465 20 0819 0222 
RAU FA 222 60 0273 02:Z7 
SLT 0003 0577 35 0003 9735 
MPY KEEP 0735 19 . 0226 0531 
DVR TEMP 0221 ~ 0812 0862 
STL FC 869 . 20 0194 0647 
SRD 0005 0647 31 0005 llll 
STL P 0008 llll 20 12§it 08J:Z 
STL P 0005 OUT 1 0837 2!J 1981 0198 
SUBR 2 STD OUT 2 0505 24 0208 ll6l 
RSU D 10 1161 61 0061 0515 
AUP G 515 10 0147 0751 
MPY I 5 751 19 0050 0655 
SLT 0002 0622 . 22 0002 0212 
DVR K 212 64 0090 0390· 
ALO D 10 390 15 0061 0565 
STL LATER o'~62 20 00~8 O~l 
RAU 8001 0891 (./J 8001 0799 
MPY . z 799 19 0020 0425 
RAU 8002 0~2~ 60 800~ 028J 
MPY P 0005 0283 19 1981 0785 
SRD 0005 0785 31 0005 0849 
STL P 0006 OUT 2 0849 20 1982 0208 
ARCOS STD ZOVR 0115 2A' 0018 0421 
RSU 8003 0421 61 8003 0579 
MPY 8001 0579 19 8001 0887 
SLT . 0001 0887 35 ()001 0443 
AUP 0 10 443 10 0596 0801 
LDD SO.RT 0801 69. 0104 0075 
RAU 8001 0104 60 8001 0262 
LDD ZOVR ARCSN 0262 69 0018 0471 
SQRT NZU 8001 0075 44 0629 8001 
STD ZON zm 0629 24 0.332 0835 
ARC SN NZU. 8001 0471 44. 0475 8001 
STD ZOUT 0475 ?4 ·0078 0581 
LDD ZAHD 0581 69 0334 0937 
STD ZON 093.7 ~·· 0332 0885 
STU zx 885 21 0449 0493 
.. 
RSU . 8003 0493 61 8003 085;1 
AUP 0 10 851 10 0596 0901· 
NZU . ZIN ZEND 0901 44 0~5 0156· 
zm RAU .. 8003 0835. 60 8003 0543 
STU ZlMX 0543 21 0248 0951 
MPY ·· FIVE 0951· ... 19 0154 0709 
AI/J . 050 ZLOOP 0709. 15.·. · 0312. 0667 
.. 
ZLOOP. SRT 0001 0667 30 0001 0523· 
46 
AUP z lMX 022J 10 0248 0102 
SLO 8002 0703 16 8002 0362 
SRT 0001 0362 30 . 0001 0919 . 
DVR 8001 0212 64 8001 0~2 
.. SLO 8001 ' 02:72 16 8001 0679 
BMI ZON 0679 46 0382 03.32 
ALO 8001 0.~82 12 8001 02J2 
ALO 8001 02.39 15 8001 0697 
AUP FIVE 0697 10 0154 0759 
SLO 8002 o:z22 16 8002 071:z 
MPY 8001 Z LOOP 0717 19 '8001 0667 
ZAHD STD Z SQY 0334 24 098-7 0490 
RAU z SQl 0490 60 0222 O'l!ll. 
. . 
MPY zx 747 19 0440 0646 
AUP Z SQ2 0646 10 · 0899 0753 
RAU 8002 o:z22 60 SOOJ 01,12 . 
MPY zx 4~ 19 · 0440 0696 
SLT 0001 0~96 35 0001 0803 · 
AUP Z Sg.3 0803 . ·10 0206 ~462 
RAU 8003 0462 6o 8003 0969 
. \ 
MPY zx 969 19 0440 0746 
SLT 0001 07.IJ:.6 . l2 0001 0822 
AUP Z SQ4 085.) 10 0256 0512 
·RAU · 8003 0512 60 8003 1019 
• ~ • • . .. ,• - · t • • 
MPY zx . 1012. 12 . 0h1t.0 oz26 , 
SLT 0001 0796 35 0001 090.3 
AUP Z SQ5 0903 · 10 0306 0562 
RAU 800.2 0~62 6o SOOJ 1062 
NPY zx 1069 19 0440 0846 
.. SLT 0001 0846 35 0001 0953 
AUP Z §Q6 022~ 10 O.J26 0612 
RAU 8003 0612 60 800.3 lll9 
MPY zx lll9 19 0440 9896 
SLT . 0001 0§26 J2 0001 lOOJ 
AUP z SQ7 100.3 10 0406 0662 
RAU 8003 0662 6o 800.3 
-
1169 
MPY zx 1162 12 OW:t_O 02/J:6 
. . 
. . 
SLT 0001 { , ; 0946 .35 0001 1053 
AUP Z SQS 105.3 10 0456 0712 
RSU . . 8003 0712 61 8003 04~ 
MPY Z SQY 0420 19 09er/ 0941 
SLT 0001 ZEND 0491 35 · 0001 0156 
ZEND AUP p 12 ZOU'!' 0126 10 0802 OQZS 
. . . . 
FIVE 00 0000 00 5 0154 . 00 0000 0005 
050 50 0000 0 312 50 0000 0000· 
010 10 0000 0 226 10 0000 0000 
p 12 15 7079 63Zl 0809 15 7079 63~ ·: 
Z SQl 00 1262 49ll 059.3 00 1262 49ll X 
z SQ2 00 o66z 002Q 0~2 . 00 .o66z 002Q 
.. . 
Z SQ.3 00 1708 8126 0206 00 1708 8126' X 
48 
Z SQ4 00 3089 1881 0256 00 3089 l.88l. 
Z SQ2 00 501:z l!J02 OJ06 00 ~017 ~02 x 
Z SQ 6 00 8897 8987 0356 00 8897 8987 
Z SQ 7 02 1459 8802 ·0406 02 1459 8802 X 
Z SQ 8 
-12 7.07.2 6J02 O[t26 12 707.9. 6J02 
ALT . RAL :~ K 320 65 0090 0996 
All) I 10 996 15 0949 1103 
STL K no2· 20 0090 06[i;2 
LDD CHNG ·0643 69· 1046 0999 
STD MASK SEC 2 0999 · 24 0066 0093 
INST BMI 0 -N ALT 0010 !J..6 0662 OJ20 
CHNG BMI · ON LOOP l. 1046 46 · 0669 0044 
I 1 00 0000 0 1 0048 00 0000 0001 
I 2 00 0000 0 2 0595 00 0000 . 0002 
r3 00 0000 0 3 0102 00 0000 0003 
1·4 00 0000 0 4 0032 00 . 0000 0004 
15 00 0000 0 2 0050 00 0000 0005 
:F8 00 0000 0 8 0006 00 0000 0008 
I 10 00. 0000 0010 0949 00 0000 0010. 
I 12 00 0000 0012 0200 00 0000 0012 
I 20 00 0000 0020 0649 00 0000 0020 
I 24 00 0000 00~ 0293 00 0000 0024 
I 50 00 0000 0050 0070 00 0000 . 0050 
t75 00 0000 0075 OZ70 00 0000 0075 
1225 00 0000 0225 0014 00 . 0000 0225 
15!!;0 00 0000 . 05!!;0 Ol2!t . 00 0000 021:J..O 
49 
D 5 00 0005 0000 0046 00 0005 0000 
D 10 00 0010 0000 0061 ·. 00 0010 0000 
D 30 oo ·, 0030 0000 . 0060': 00, 0030 0000 . 
D (:/J . 00 . 0060 0000 0120 ': oo·· 0060 . 0000 
D 200 .. 00 0200 cooo · 0122 00 0200 0000 
CON 00 0000 5000 0280 00 0000 5000 
CON l 00 0001 2500 0150 00 0001 2500. 
CON 2 00 0000 1000 0096 00 0000 l.000 
CON 3 00 0000 3000 0056 00 . 0000 3000 
CON 4 00 0004 5000 0687 00 0004 5000 
p I 00 0314 . 1593 OOAA 00 OJ¥,: 1593 
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